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Our visit to the US and Dominican Republic was a looong, sometimes tiring, but always absorbing 6
week trip . A trip of major proportions- 6 internal flights in the US, 4 international flights, 10 states in
the US visited, an insane 28 single one night stops , many great birds seen- including all our major
targets and some truly spectacular birding experiences. The trip was built around our wanting to visit
Colorado in the Spring to watch the Grouse on their display leks and with those dates fixed the trip
was put together from there.
We flew into a snowy New York ( the previous two days’ flights had been cancelled as storm Stella
dumped over a foot of snow on JFK) on a bright but bitterly cold morning in mid March–0 degrees
centigrade- to meet up with a friend before flying on to New Orleans to play tourist for the
weekend. From there we flew to Orlando, hired a car, met up with a birding pal in Titusville for a
couple of great days birding and then explored and birded central and Southern Florida for 9 days
before returning to Miami to board our flight to Santo Domingo. We build the DR into the trip after
many excruciatingly difficult arrangements because they have there, two of the worlds’ bird families
we still needed to the see- The endemic Palmchat and two of the Caribbean Todies. We now need
only 9 more families of the current 240 listed by IOC, to see all the bird families of the world and
have plans to do this over the next 3 years.
From The DR we flew back to Miami and on to Denver. We were over an hour late lifting off from
Miami due to a technical problem but the captain said it could be a blessing in disguise as it would
give them time to clear the runways in Denver after another major storm that day- otherwise we will
be diverting to Salt Lake City he said. We crossed our fingers and our luck held as we managed to
land safely late at night in Denver ready to start our tour with Wildside nature tours the following
day.
Watching the Colorado Grouse displaying has to be one of the major birding highlights to be found
anywhere around the world and if you only ever do one birding trip in the US this should be the one
to choose.
After travelling 2800 miles in 10 days around Colorado , Nebraska and Kansas never stopping more
than one night in a single spot we finished the tour back in Denver and hopped on a flight to Seattle
in Washington State. We hired another car and set off, heading south to the small town of Ashland
on the Oregon California border to meet up with a birding pal who shared two days of incredible
birding with us in the Klamath Basin- Great Grey Owls, Snow and Ross’s Geese were just part of the
of the feast we enjoyed there.
Leaving Ashland we headed into California to find a grove of the famous redwoods before heading
north along the spectacularly beautiful Oregon coastline. It took us three days with some excellent
birding along the way despite the really poor weather we had to endure, to reach Westport in
Washington State. While our fellow South African Birders were flocking out to sea on an excellent
pelagic trip, we had our own flock going as we had booked to take our first pelagic out into the north
Pacific where there are some really different birds to those found in Southern African waters. We
arrived in Westport on our first really bright and sunny day for a week and were stunned to be told
that tomorrow’s pelagic had been cancelled because of a really bad forecast for the next day. Even
worse the trip on the following day looked as though it would get out but was fully booked!!.

We begged and pleaded with them to squeeze us on
board and at last they relented, and with 18 other
birders we eventually made our way on a really cold and
rainy morning with swells running up to two metres, 30
miles out to the “canyon” where the albatross are to be
found. Despite the miserable weather and the
involuntary fish feeding going on around us, this was a
really great trip with excellent birds- the best being
Black-footed and Laysan’s Albatrosses both of which
breed on Islands off Hawaii . Albatrosses are my
favourite bird family and there are only two left we still need to see- We are hoping to find Shorttailed Albatross in Japanese waters next year. Bur where do you go to find an Amsterdam Albatross
other than the Island itself?
From Westport it was a short trip back to Seattle and the long cross country flight to Washington DC.
There we played tourist again for a couple of days in surprisingly warm weather for the end of April.
We passed the White House- Donald was in residence but didn’t invite us in for tea so we went to
the Smithsonian and Air and Space museums instead.
That left us with only the nightmare of the 17 hour flight
on good old South African Airways via Dakar back to
Johannesburg. Wow possibly the trip of a lifetime- we
won’t be tackling anything like that anytime soon.
After that brief resume , herewith a detailed report of
our adventures in The US and DR.
We flew from JFK to New Orleans. It has been over 30
years since I was last In New Orleans. The French quarter
was much as I remembered it but the loud music and crowded noisy bars are better suited to a
generation a little younger than me. There were not many birds around- lots of Laughing Gulls all
over town and plenty of Northern Mockingbirds in the parks. We escaped the midday heat by having
lunch on a paddle steamer on the Mississippi. We passed a small flotilla of Lesser Scaup and many
Double-crested Cormorants resting on the wooden jetties which still showed the devastating effects
of hurricane Katrina all those years ago. As the boat turned around in midstream, a solitary Brown
Pelican made his lonely way upstream.
Our time in New Orleans passed quickly and we were
soon back at the airport for the flight to Orlando
Florida. We picked up our car and headed due east to
Titusville on the east coast ( In Florida you are never
more than 50-60 miles from the sea). We met up there
with our birding pal Al Brayton who works part time as
a volunteer at the Merritt Nature Reserve. Merritt is
flat and open like all of Florida with good views across
to Cape Canaveral and the Kennedy Space Centre.

After watching a pair of Sandhill Cranes around Fox lake
our first major target was the Florida Scrub Jay which was
quickly found close to the entrance gate. We then birded
along the raised levees which gave good views of the
flooded ditches on either side where there were lots of
herons, egrets and ibises. We travelled past Little Blue,
Great Blue, Tri-coloured, and Green Herons in rapid order.
Snowy and Great Egrets were plentiful. A single Reddish
Egret was spotted in the distance while White Ibises and
Roseate Spoonbills flew overhead.
It was great to re-familiarise ourselves with these special birds again. We drove to a spot where the
Manatees were showing themselves and found a Fish Crow to boot ( all crows in central Florida are
Fish Crows unless you can prove otherwise). Water levels were low and most of the wildfowl had
departed so we brought the afternoons’ birding to a close after finding a Grey Catbird on the way
out and headed back to our motel in Titusville.
We had an early start in the morning- we had an hours’ drive down to the San Sebastian River
Preserve where the day’s targets were the three pine
specialists- Brown-headed Nuthatch, Bachman’s Sparrow and
Red-cockaded Woodpecker. Any one of these is easy to miss
but after three hours hard birding we had all three in the bag.
The Red Cockaded was the trickiest despite us knowing
several trees where they were nesting. We ticked Pileated
and Red bellied Woodpeckers and Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers
before finding our elusive target. Delighted with a great
morning we walked back to the car as Swallow-tailed kites
swooped over our heads and a Red-shouldered Hawk
(another lifer) called close by.
We headed back up north to the Orlando wetlands. It was late in the day but we gave Virginia Rail a
go- we heard it calling but had no visuals. We ran into our first North American Limpkin, watched
lots of Blue-winged Teals, and had great views of a pair of (American) Purple Gallinules. We had one
final target for the day- Red-headed Woodpecker and Al knew exactly where to find it- on the bend
entering the Tosohatchee Wildlife area- it seemed to be waiting for us to arrive.
We said farewell to Al who was working in the morning but not before he gave us directions to a site
for American Bittern. He was nearly as pleased as we were when he learned we had found not one
but three birds the next morning and even had some
reasonable photographs.
We were now heading for the West coast- to Crystal River
where Stephanie had booked a swim with the Manatees. The
Manatees seek out warmer waters in the winter and many are
to be found in rivers and small inlets. This was a very special
experience- a small group of 3 manatees cavorted playfully

with the boat’s group of snorkelers while I took
photographs from the boat.
Our plan was to now head south down the west coast
to the Everglades, visiting some of the famous birding
hotspots along the way. We called in at Fort De Soto
and Ding Darling but the birding was still very quiet. We
were too early for the return of the migrating Warblersthey would not be back for another 3-4 weeks. We
found most of those that over wintered in Southern Florida- Pine, Palm, Prairie, Black and White,
Magnolia, Yellow-rumped, Black-throated Blue, and Northern Parula and some of the shorebirds.
This part of Florida is very busy- lots of traffic and lots of people with lots of money- Mustangs were
ten a penny! We didn’t see any of the deadbeat homeless people who were plentiful on the streets
of New Orleans and Washington DC, so we moved quickly past Tampa and Sarasota and turned east
again heading for the Everglades. The Everglades frankly were a disappointment- no mammals, few
birds, the odd alligator and thousands of biting mosquitoes were the best we could do.
We were glad to be heading further south down to the Keys and Key West. The Keys are incredibly
expensive- you struggle to find accommodation under $250 a
night and fuel is an extra 50 cents a gallon. We had several
targets down here- Black-whiskered Vireo and Mangrove
Cuckoo are mangrove specialists- we were too early for boththe mangroves were deathly quiet- not a single bird did we find
there but little did we know that we would find both these
birds in the Dominican Republic. We found a Short-tailed Hawk
on the roadside driving through the Keys and a small group of
very shy White-crowned Pigeons in the Botanic Gardens in Key
West plus a very special little Ovenbird that pottered through the undergrowth close to the entrance
gate. Fort Zachery held a few shorebirds but nothing of real interest.
It is great drive over the bridges for the 100 miles down to Key West which itself is an old and
interesting spot but we didn’t linger long and birded our way back to Key Largo with little successwe even missed the tiny Key deer. Our final day in Florida we spent in the outskirts of MiamiMatheson Hammock, AD Barnes Park, Bill Baggs Park and Ocean Beach Drive but the birding was
desperately quiet. We heard parrots calling in some areas and were fortunate to find some Nanday
Parakeets in central Miami.
The following day saw us heading off for the Dominican Republic- with a successful tour of Florida
behind us-with 20 new birds and all but the mangrove birds in
the bag.
I am not a fan of Caribbean islands. Once you get past the fancy
beach resorts for overseas tourists you will find another third
world, dirty, scruffy island with an unpleasant hot and humid
climate. So this was to be our one and only birding trip to the
Caribbean. It had to be the Dominican Republic because of the

birds there, although you will find most of these islands
have around 30 endemics. Two new families awaited
us. The Palmchat - endemic to the DR- a common bird
which almost becomes a trash bird within an hour of
seeing your first one. It builds large communal nests in
palm trees ( similar to our Sociable weaver back here in
Southern Africa) and in the west of the island where it
is more common you can find nests containing 20 -50
birds every couple of hundred metres. The other family
was the Todies- several Caribbean islands have their
own Todies- the DR has 2- the broad billed and narrow-billed- they are similar looking birds best
separated by call and we were fortunate enough to see them both.. The narrow-billed is the trickier
of the two preferring higher elevations.
We landed in Santo Domingo before lunch (the Old Quarter filled with Spanish history is worth
exploring, and the main thoroughfare is pedestrian only allowing you to escape the traffic jams and
truly appalling driving found in the rest of Santo Domingo), which gave us time to drive west to Los
Haitises NP where we were to look for the endemic Ridgeways Hawk- one of the rarest raptors in the
world.
We were a little concerned when our guide said he
had never seen White-tailed Tropicbirds along the
coastline close to Santo Domingo, but he proved to
be an excellent guide who knew his calls and where
to find the other endemics. We arrived in Los
Haitises with a couple of daylight hours to spare, met
up with our local guide who knew where the hawks
were nesting – he costs a $100 as well as the $250 a
day we were paying our own guide and within an
hour had tracked down a loudly calling Hawk. The photos were not great in the fading light with the
setting sun behind the bird.
After supper we tried for the Ashy-faced Owl. It normally roosts in a hollow palm only 50 metres
from the hotel but they were building a road right underneath the palm and the Owl had left for
quieter pastures. We never tried for the other two night birds- Hispaniolan Nightjar and Least
Parauque- I think we are getting past 15 hour days in the field.
There was lots of good birding around the lodge and we picked up the Hispaniolan Lizard Cuckoo,
Black-crowned Palm Tanager, Broad-billed Tody,
Hispaniolan Woodpecker (another really common bird),
White-necked Crow, Antilliean Piculet, Broad-billed Tody,
and of course plenty of Palmchats. Nine endemics by early
morning of our first full day- we were off to an excellent
start and I could relax now we had our two families in the
bag.

The morning passed with the 3 hour drive Back to Santo
Domingo but we picked up Hispaniolan Oriole along the
way and hit SD at lunchtime. We dropped our bags at the
hotel and headed for the Botanic gardens. Here we found
many of the birds we had seen already but picked up a
nice pair of Cape May warblers, a Vervain Hummingbird(
the second smallest Hummer in the world after Cuba’s Bee
Hummingbird) and a Black-whiskered Vireo – a bird we
missed in Florida- they apparently are not restricted to
mangroves in the DR. Our major target here was the West Indian Whistling Duck and we found two
small parties in the river at the back of the gardens- far from the beaten track. As we left the
gardens our guide heard Hispaniolan Parakeets call and asked if we wanted to see them. Little did
we know it involved a drive across town to a hotel where they come in to roost at night. Rush hour
in SD has to be seen to be believed but we found the birds just as the sun was setting and then faced
another hour long queue in the traffic to cover the 5 kilometres back to our hotel.
The next morning we faced the long 5 hour drive to Barrancoli the home of Kate Wallace- the elderly
but very pleasant doyenne of DR birding who had put the trip together for us. The Rabo de Gato trail
past her property is famed for the diversity of birds there, but
we started off well in her gardens with Greater Antillean
Bullfinch, Zenaida Dove, Antillean Mango ,Hispaniolan
Emerald, and a very call receptive Flat-billed Vireo. Got nice
shots of another confiding Broad-billed Tody there too.
We then spent two hours on the trail- the big target there is
White-fronted Quail-dove which we didn’t find and had to be
happy with Ruddy Quail dove instead. Danillo our guide led
us to a calling Narrow-billed Tody and then on to Plain Pigeon
and a Hispaniolan Parrot feeding quietly in a nearby tree. The trail back gave us an Hispaniolan
Pewee before we could settle in for supper with Kate. 15 endemics in two days was pretty good
going.
Driving to the higher elevations in the DR is a challenge. We couldn’t get up to Cachote, the road is
no longer passable. You have a choice- you can hire a full 4 wheel drive for the trip at $130 a day or
hire a small car at 70$ a day ( still nearly 3 times the daily rate in Florida – they sure know how to rip
the tourists off in the DR) and then pay $120 to the local villager to use his 4x4 truck for the day to
climb to the top of Zapoten. We chose the cheaper local option and met our driver 2 hours before
dawn to climb to the Haitian border at Zapoten.
You need to be there at dawn to find La Selle’s Thrush
and Bicknell’s Thrush – which we didn’t find. It is long
hour and half’s haul through a rocky river bed before
you find any semblance of a track close to the border
post. The land in Haiti looks like a moonscape – they
have cut everything down – especially when you
compare it to the lush forest we were going to bird. The

hour after dawn is always the busiest- when it is still
too dark for photography. We found Hispaniolan
Trogon, Green-tailed and White-winged Warblers,
Western Chat Tanager, Hispaniolan Spindalis ( or
Stripe-headed Tanager) and a pair of close flying
Golden Swallows who seemed to be checking the
banks along the track for nesting holes.
On the way back down I was delighted to find a Key
West Quail dove and we stopped close to the bottom
to check the site for Bay-breasted Cuckoo .It was now close to midday and the forest was
desperately quiet so we missed the Cuckoo.( you can’t unfortunately be everywhere at dawn). On
reflection I would have stayed 2 nights at Kate’s which she insisted we didn’t have time to do and it
would have given us a second chance at the Quail Dove and the Cuckoo.
Back in our car we were off to the Southern slopes of the Sierra de Baharuco with 22 endemics
under our belt. We screamed to halt when a Mangrove Cuckoo flew past the bonnet of the caranother bird we missed in Florida, but we could not find it again in the deep bush where it landed.
We had booked a hotel along the coast line- you have
to book your own accommodation- Kate wont do it for
you- which actually worked well for us- we found
adequate but much cheaper hotels than she
recommended ( especially as we were paying for the
guide as well.). We headed along the coast after
discussing the much debated White-tailed Tropicbird
with Kate to another breeding site where we got great
views and even Danillo got a lifer. Then it was off along
the Alcoa Road to the pine forests to find Hispaniolan
Palm Crow ( they are easy when you know where to look) and Hispaniolan Crossbill- they are very
tricky – again unless you know where to look.
We finished the trip with 24 of the 30 endemics available to us- we missed the 3 night birds the
Cuckoo and the Quail Dove and finally a bird we should probably have seen but just never came
across- the Antillean Siskin. Still 46 lifers in total made the journey and the heat and the local
travelling all very worthwhile.
We went to Colorado to see the grouse displaying on their lekking grounds in Spring- A sight once
seen never forgotten! We were to visit 5 lekking
sites- those for Gunnison’s Sage, Greater Sage,
Sharp-tailed, and Lesser and Greater Prairie
Chickens. Of these, three were magical experiences
and two were pretty disappointing! In addition we
were to find a Dusky Grouse ( Blue Grouse had been
split in Dusky (interior) and Sooty (coastal) and a

white-tailed Ptarmigan still in his full white winter plumage
Lovemore Pass was still covered with snow when we did a
recce the day before for the White-tailed Ptarmigan- the
wind at the top of the pass nearly blew us off our feet. Using
a scope was impossible. The conditions the next morning
were much improved and the search was on. Leaving us to
watch a Brown-capped Rosy Finch pecking in the snow our
leader Chris tramped off up the steep incline to see what he
could find. Short answer- not much and after half an hour of scanning and searching we had drawn a
blank.
Downhill skiers and snowboarders were arriving and tramping up the hill to their start points- not
much chance now I thought, when suddenly the skiers flushed a bird from their feet and there was
our Ptarmigan. Once spotted, despite his immaculate camouflage, you could see the shadow he cast
with the sun behind him and we all got excellent if somewhat distant scope views.
The next day we had just finished admiring the view across Royal Gorge when we spotted a Dusky
Grouse 2 metres from the road. Now the name Dusky is
quite accurate- this looks a fairly drab bird, well
camouflaged when crouching in the scrub. So what
transformed him from this rather plain creature to a
prancing, foot-stomping, colourful warrior, ready to take
on the world? Simple really- we played his call and
despite a total lack of females, he decided it was time
for a dress rehearsal and in a second was ready for
action. The tail was fanned, the orange eye combs
raised, and the orange throat sacks inflated as he rushed
from one side of the road to the other, head down,
wings extended , interspersed with jumps of a metre up into the air. This was a command
performance which continued for 15 minutes- he seemed quite oblivious of our presence. What a
way to meet our first real Colarado Grouse!
Our first organised lek for the Gunnison’s Sage Grouse was to prove to be the most disappointing. It
was also the most strictly controlled. We were met at the hotel and hour and a half before dawn and
escorted to the blind, a converted trailer with seats and shutters which opened in front of us- The
shutters were raised while still dark and we sat and shivered in the freezing cold waiting for the first
glimpse of dawn. Apparently for a number of years now the
birds have been moving further and further from the blind
.There was a small marsh in front of us and beyond that a
short incline to a ridge where they used to display . Then
they retreated to the grassland behind and finally to a
second ridge fully 800metres away. The further they went,
the stricter became the controls on lights, talking and
movement which obviously made no difference at all!! As
the sun rose the birds were distant spots in the binos- they

seemed to have white haloes as the sun shone through
their backlit fanned tails. Even the scope views were not
great and we probably had the best views when a
handful of birds took off and flew down the valley.
Next we looked forward to a closer encounter with
Sharp-tailed Grouse who were to be found on a private
ranch just outside Steamboat Springs. Here there was no
shelter- we simply stood along the side of an outbuilding
and looked over a slight incline to watch the birds
displaying in the field beyond the barbed wire fence. The snow had gone and the birds displayed in
the field with the grass a little longer than I would have wished for. It was bitterly cold-minus 9
degrees centigrade- 15 fahrenheit as the Yanks would say. Even with gloves the camera gear was so
cold your hands were frozen in minutes. The cold didn’t bother the grouse and we were treated to a
very similar show as that provided by the Dusky Grouse. It didn’t seem to impress the females
though despite all the calling, stomping, chasing and jumping that was going on. Sharp-tailed Grouse
don’t fan their tails – they cock them upright when they lower their heads and spread their wings.
They cackle and also emit a very low-pitched cooing sound – hardly audible until you listen intentlywhich was accompanied by the rattling of wing quills.
We watched for an hour before being driven by the
cold to the house where some hot coffee awaited us.
Imagine living 30 metres from a Grouse lek and having
them feed in your back yard!!
The lek for the Greater Sage Grouse was only 30
metres from the road and we watched from the van
but as the birds became accustomed to the vehicle,
we opened the doors and sat on the van steps with
our feet in the road. Greater Sage Grouse are the
largest of the North American Grouse and inhabit the aromatic sage bush scrub in the Great Basin.
After fanning the tail the males inflate two large air sacs in a vaguely obscene way while emitting
two popping sounds which can be heard some distance away. The sacs are then slowly deflated
followed by various wing swishes, coos, whistles and tail rattles. Again a display the like of which is
quite unique- a very special experience.
The Prairie Chickens are birds of the great plains. Their numbers have declined rapidly and the Lesser
can no longer reliably be found in Colorado- we
travelled to Kansas to find a small lek with only 7 or 8
birds a disappointing distance from the road. Not a
great way to end our Grouse viewing experience. The
Greater Prairie Chicken experience two days earlier
was something else. We visited a cattle feedlot which
had over 70000 hectares of grassland, maize and
potato fields and over 30 different leks. The rancher
owned the Ford franchise in Walden and had parked a
couple of Ford vehicles close to our lek. Keys are in

the cars he said. Roll down the windows and just be
sure to roll them back up when you are finished and
leave the keys where you found them. How about that
for front row seats!
Again a very special performance by 30-40 odd birds.
The males when inflating their air sacs also lift their
elongated neck feathers (pinnae) to create what looks
like a pair of long ears above their heads. The males
make a deep booming sound but also loud demonic
sounding cackles and screams accompanied by lots
more foot stomping, chasing, bowing and scraping in front of the largely unimpressed females.
Steps are at last being taken to protect these Grouse who have battled for some time now against
habitat loss, hunting, and general human encroachment . I encourage you to go and see them while
their numbers are still reasonably strong. You will be enthralled by sights seen by very few birders.
While the Grouse were the great attraction they were of course not the only birds on offer. In all we
saw over 160 birds around Colorado – twenty species
of Duck including the prized Barrow’s Goldeneye- all
three new world Quails to be found in ColoradoScaled, Gambel’s and Northern Bobwhite. Five
species of Grebe and some really great raptors- both
Eagles- Bald and Golden and the two tricky Hawks –
Rough-legged and Ferruginous. Prairie and Peregrine
Falcons were added to the mix.
We did some great birding- in a funny sort of wayaround people’s gardens or yards as our colleagues
would say. Lots of people put up feeders for the birds in winter and we saw
all three Rosy-finches – Black, Brown-capped and Grey-crowned around feeders. Add to that Grey
Jay, Pine Grosbeak, Pine Siskin, Cassin’s Finch, American Goldfinch, Mountain and Black-capped
Chickadees and lots of Juncos- the feeders were busy and definitely lots of fun. Some home owners
were not too impressed when two van loads of VENT birders and us all pitched up in the same
suburb at the same time, so we had to be on our best behaviour and not get too close unless invitedwhich often we were.
We were often at altitude- sometimes over 3000 metres and here Mountain and Western Bluebird
with Ruby-crowned Kinglet were on offer, along with
Townsend’s Solitaire and Clark’s Nutcracker- I never managed
a shot of the last two- they were really nervous birds in
Colorado.
We saw all the Jays and Crows- Grey, Pinyon, Steller’s, Blue
and Woodhouse’s Scrub Jays, Black -billed Magpie ( now split
from Eurasian) and the scarce Chihuahuan Raven.

We saw three different Owls- Burrowing, Greathorned and the difficult long-eared Owl and three
very different birds that were new for our listsMountain Plover, Bonaparte’s Gull and Yellowheaded Blackbird!
On the grasslands I enjoyed the search for
McCowan’s and Chestnut-collared Longspurs- two
really tricky birds to find. Sage Thrasher was also
tricky but sparrows were plentiful with 8 different
species found along with 2 Towhees- Spotted and
Canyon. And finally some special woodpeckers were tracked down -Lewis’s, Three-toed, and
Williamson’s Sapsucker.
The latter we found in Genesee Mountain Park- a place I won’t forget in a while- desperately
needing the loo I spotted the Parks Board offering- the equivalent of one of our long-drops 30
metres away. Leaving the beaten track covered in only 10 centimetres of snow I was soon up to my
thighs and lunging forward got there just before I was waist deep. I had to remove 2 centimetres of
snow from the loo-seat and even the toilet roll was
covered in snow. Such are the trials and tribulations of
birding!
We did a large figure of eight around Colorado
travelling 2800 miles with 10 one-night stays. The
Rockies and the mountain scenery were spectacularespecially with their fresh covering of snow. The plains
out to the east and on into Kansas with their typical
monoculture were as you would expect, but the size
and smell and noise of the enormous cattle feedlots
were a new experience which you would not want to repeat in a hurry.
We enjoyed a final evening meal with our intrepid band of travellers back in Denver and looked
forward to the long trek to the North West. Seattle awaited us in the morning.
We arrived in Seattle early in the morning- picked up our car- we were on our own again- no more
group tours and headed south toward Portland. We were faced with a two day drive down to the
Californian border to meet up with birding pal Lee French, who had had retired to Ashland from the
Bay area and who now busied himself with
conservation matters in the Klamath Basin and
particularly those that related to the Great Grey Owl.
We stopped to have lunch and do some birding on
Sauvie Island in Portland. It was fairly quiet- the large
concentrations of ducks and geese to be found there
had already left for their breeding grounds in the
north. We did however see a concentration of around

80 Sandhill Cranes who seemed to be preparing to
leave in the near future.
We overnighted in Salem and decided to bird our
way down all the rest stops on the I 5 on our way to
Ashland. We stopped at a small dam and I got some
nice shots of Bufflehead but there was nothing really
special to report as we covered the final 200 miles.
We meet up with Lee early the next morning and
headed off to explore the Howard Prairie route
round the Klamath Basin. We checked some of the higher elevations for Ruffed Grouse with no luck
but did manage brief views of a Mountain Quail. Then the search was on for the Great Grey Owl.
They hunt from relatively low perches- often just a dead snag two metres above the ground – so
they can hear the minute sounds of their rodent prey- either under the snow or deep in the grass.
We checked a number of “pocket meadows” lined with good perches- these are small clearings in
the forest- usually created by tree felling in the past but our bird remained elusive. So having
checked most of the likely sites we moved on to
Klamath Lake itself.
I had really written off the chance of Ross’s or
Snow Goose, I thought we were going to be too
late. That’s the problem with Spring birding- you
can be too late for winter visitors that have left
already or too early for summer migrants who have
not yet arrived. That was the case with Wilson’s
Phalarope who arrive in their thousands at the end
of April but we unfortunately never saw a bird
which I had desperately wanted to photograph in
breeding plumage. Still you win some lose somewe drove to an inlet on the lake and there were-amazingly- well over a hundred Ross’s Geese- this
bird is seriously uncommon- you usually find a flock of Snow Geese with –if you are lucky- a couple
of Ross’s. This time it was the other way round and it took some time to sift our way through the
Ross’s plus hundreds of White-fronted and Cackling Geese to find a small pocket of juvenile Snow
geese- 4 or 5 birds still with their grey-headed plumage. Wow – three lifer Geese plus a Marsh Wren
– one of the trickier Wrens to see- 4 lifers in 10 minutes- now that does not happen too often!!
Next we checked a site for Sage Thrasher and got much
better views than those in Colorado. We found an obliging
Swainson’s Hawk who was more interested in his rodent
meal than us and passed several juvenile Bald Eagles and
even a mature Golden eagle as we headed back to the
forests. Once again we checked the pocket meadows but it
was only when we drove down an old logging road that we
spotted that ghostly denizen of the forest- the Great Grey
Owl. True to form he was sitting on a broken pine trunk. He

flew and for the next 20 minutes we watched as he flitted
silently from tree to tree, sometimes scanning the ground
and sometimes looking directly at us as if to say – yes I
know you are watching me. This bird has to be in the top
5 of wanted Owls and was a very special experience.
We had one final day of birding with Lee, giving us time
to chase some of the other birds we needed. We popped
into a friend’s home to check out the diminutive
Western Screech Owl which at dawn had just returned to
his box after a nights’ hunting. Then back on to the circuit-still no Ruffed Grouse but we turned up a
fine Sooty Grouse who beat a hasty retreat- no displays today. A red-breasted Sapsucker was very
call responsive and then on to another location for Hooded Merganser- surely the best looking of all
the Mergansers. Evening Grosbeaks were elusive – we heard a small flock of calling birds as they
disappeared into the forest. Our final target was another Woodpecker – White-headed which we
managed to track down as it flew past a Great Horned Owl perched low in a pine tree.
Now were off heading for the Oregon Coast- we had three days before our pelagic out off Westport
back in Washington. But first a slight detour was required to
visit a grove of stately Redwoods in Northern California.
There is no visible birdlife in these forests (though I believe
Marbled Murrelets nest high in the canopy). It is deathly still
and the lack of any sounds gives one time to reflect on the
mortality of man as we passed below these towering 1000
year old giants.
The Oregon coast line is scenically dramatic and we had lots
of birds to track down as we drove on the slow winding
roads to our overnight base in Florence. Crescent City
harbour proved to be a good spot- here we found Brandt’s and Pelagic Cormorants, Pigeon
Guillemots and even Surf Scoter when we were not taking cover from the rain squalls blowing
through. The weather the next day showed no sign of improving as we meandered up the coast. We
found an obliging Bonaparte’s Gull almost in full breeding plumage, we spent hours checking the
Gulls – most were Western, many were Western/Glaucous-winged hybrids and just a couple were
Glaucous-winged. We scanned for a Thayers Gull but ID-ing these birds is tricky and we never saw
anything that looked convincing . We did however manage to find a pair of Chestnut-backed
Chickadees which we had missed so far.
Newport Harbour proved to be a good stop. Here we were
fortunate to find half a dozen Harlequin Ducks resting on the
rocks- this has to be one of the best looking ducks in the
world! The harbour itself gave us more cormorants , Surf
Scoters, Common Loons and what looked suspiciously like a
juvenile Red-throated Loon. We were chasing two
shorebirds- Surfbird and Rock Sandpiper but had to be
satisfied with Wandering Tatler and Black Turnstone. Still it

was a good’s days birding and we pulled into our
motel in Astoria in good spirits despite the weather.
Early the next morning we crossed the seriously big
and long bridge from Oregon into Washington. The
Oregon side was covered in mist but half way across
the mist lifted and we could see the Washington
shoreline bathed in sunshine. Then lo and behold two
Marbled Murrelets flew over the bridge and passed
not 5 metres in front of the car.
The weather that day was the best of the trip in the North West to date, so after arriving in Westport
after lunch we were shattered to hear of the Pelagic’s cancellation the next day. And true to form
the next day’s weather was truly lousy; so we made the best of a great days birding with one of the
boat’s spotters Bill Tweit who had come over specially to meet us. With his scope we picked up
White-winged Scoter and Red-necked Grebe. On the rocks we found Surfbird but no Rock Sandpiper
. We then checked Westport for a possible Varied Thrush before heading on to Bottle beach.
It is an unfortunate fact that living in the southern hemisphere precludes us from watching the great
bird migrations that occur in the North. Best we can do is
watch the Barn swallows massing over the reed beds before
departing. For me there is no more evocative sight than
watching great skeins of geese and cranes calling to each other
as they make their way north and we were lucky to see several
skeins of Greater White-fronted Geese, Aleutian Cackling
Geese and even Brent Geese over the sea, all making their way
to their breeding grounds in the far north.
Bottle Beach too had something spectacular to offer. It is not
often you see a flock of several thousand waders- mainly Short-billed Dowagers, Dunlins and
Western Sandpipers take to the air, as a Merlin looking for a meal puts them up. How they wheel
and turn in perfect unison without colliding demonstrates their true flying skills. We also picked up
here an early returning Vaux’s Swift- the first of the season Bill said.
More on our luck with the pelagic below but after 3 nights in Westport it was time to head back to
Seattle and our long journey back to Washington DC.
News of the cancellation was a tremendous shock and I
didn’t even know in advance about the Sunday boat (now
fully booked) which looked as though it might get out.
We were told to call back Saturday night once the skipper
had reviewed the numbers on board and made a final a
final decision on the weather. After all the begging and
pleading on Friday to find room to squeeze us on board,
it was with some trepidation that we phoned at 8.00pm.
Be at quayside at 6.00am, half an hour before dawn we

were told as I smiled jubilantly at Stephanie. They had
asked one of the three spotters to stand down to get us
onboard.
So it was that we left harbour at 6.30 am in the pouring
rain heading out 30 miles to sea , with a forecast 10-15
knot wind and swells of around 2 metres- mercifully
down from the 30 knots of yesterday. The weather was
truly appalling all day- It never stopped raining once- it
just rained harder at times than others. And while the seas were not huge- it was a small boat
carrying 20 people and two crew, so you could never stand up without having one hand free to hang
on to something, making photography pretty much impossible most of the time. You could fit 8-10
people in the inside cabin , another 6 outside but under a covered canopy and finally there was a
bench seat on the 3x3 metre rear deck which held another 6 people.
We had arrived early and grabbed seats under the covered canopy- by far the best available option. I
felt desperately sorry for the 3 elderly couples along on their first ever (and almost certainly last )
pelagic. They were dressed for the weather- (others in the party were wearing just jeans and an
anorak) and sat out on the deck for the first 2 hours
getting wetter and wetter.
The further out we travelled the more birds we started
to see- having left the coastal cormorants, gulls and
guillemots behind; but our fellow travellers decided they
were wet enough and headed indoors- a fatal mistake
as, with the swells getting longer they were out
involuntarily feeding the fish with 10 minutes. They
returned inside never to reappear again.
Our first new birds were Rhinoceros and Cassin’s Auklets quickly followed by three Ancient
Murrelets. Some of the old firm favourites were around- lots of Sooty Shearwaters, several Pinkfooted Shearwaters and a couple of Common Murre’s ( Guillemots) and a Northern Fulmar. But what
I was really after was an Albatross and as we hit the canyon 30 miles out, our first Black-footed
Albatross appeared, followed by several Fork-tailed Storm Petrels. We then poured some oil on the
water and started to chum. The Storm Petrels arrived in their dozens accompanied by three or four
Leach’s. More Black-footed Albatrosses arrived- we had easily a dozen or more round the boat and
then the cry went up- Laysan’s- wow a single Laysan’s Albatross came gliding in amongst all the
mayhem. He never stopped but we all had great views.
Wedged against the rail I was getting soaking wet and so
too was the camera gear, but I fired away through the gloom
and the swells hoping I was getting something worth
keeping.
Too soon it was time to turn around and head for port – with
6 new birds under my belt I was delighted- coffee was on
offer which made the return trip running with the sea a little

more pleasant. Nothing new came along on the return leg but a pair of Harlequin Ducks were seen
entering the harbour. Back 8 hours later at 2.30pm it had been a trip well worth doing despite the
really dreadful weather. That beer was going to taste good back at the motel.

We played tourist in Washington DC for 3 days- our AirB&B hosts being a couple of gay guys who
provided us with a warm welcome. We did the sights but I was now thinking of getting home after
one of our more special trips, taking with us lots of great memories and views of some spectacular
birds.

